Improved ride performance
Lubricated bronze bushing
Retrofits to standard equalizer
Easy installation
Five-year limited warranty
ISO 9001:2015 Certified
REMEDY FOR TOUGH ROADS

UNAFFECTED BY THE ELEMENTS, THE E-Z FLEX® CORE HAS BEEN SCIENTIFICALLY FORMULATED TO PROVIDE OPTIMAL DAMPENING CHARACTERISTICS, RESULTING IN LESS TRANSFER OF ROAD SHOCK PROTECTING YOUR VALUABLE CARGO.

E-Z FLEX is constructed with a resilient rubber core held permanently between two equalizer arms which is mounted to a standard hanger providing a pivot point for equalization of the axles. Suspension systems without this hanger-to-pivot-point relationship sacrifice the ability of the axles to equalize over uneven terrain. During travel, the E-Z FLEX System continuously pivots and compresses to isolate and absorb damaging road shocks before they are sent to the trailer frame and its contents.

E-Z FLEX delivers the smooth ride and performance of a premium suspension at a fraction of the cost; available in retrofit kits or directly from the manufacturer as a factory-installation option.

**E-Z FLEX SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE**
The E-Z FLEX System provides up to an 80% reduction in forces on the trailer frame versus a standard equalizer when tested with acceleration forces experienced traveling over railroad tracks at 30 mph. E-Z Flex significantly outperforms all other competitors in the same road test. The result? A smoother, more protective ride for your trailer and its cargo.

**E-Z FLEX FEATURES**
- Less transfer of road shock for better cargo protection
- Delivers smoother towing than traditional leaf spring suspensions
- Easy installation with less overall maintenance
- E-Z FLEX will not change the ride height of your trailer compared to competitors
- Available in 33” and 35” sizes for use on tandem or triple axle trailers
- Five-year limited warranty
- ISO 9001:2015 Certified

**AVAILABLE AFTERMARKET KITS**

33” Axle Center - for trailers with up to 6,000 lb. capacity axles. Utilize the kit numbers below to replace Dexter equalizers and the like.
- K71-652-00 - Complete E-Z FLEX Suspension kit for Tandem axle trailers
- K71-656-00 - Complete E-Z FLEX Suspension kit for Triple axle trailers
- K71-654-00 - E-Z FLEX Equalizer and bolt kit for Tandem axle trailers
- K71-658-00 - E-Z FLEX Equalizer and bolt kit for Triple axle trailers

35” Axle Center - for trailer with up to 8,000 lb. capacity axles. Utilize the kit numbers below to replace Dexter equalizers and the like.
- K71-653-00 - Complete E-Z FLEX Suspension kit for Tandem axle trailers
- K71-657-00 - Complete E-Z FLEX Suspension kit for Triple axle trailers
- K71-655-00 - E-Z FLEX Equalizer and bolt kit for Tandem axle trailers
- K71-659-00 - E-Z FLEX Equalizer and bolt kit for Triple axle trailers